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For other US patents, see RockWorks patent page. Applications RockWorks, RockGlobe, and RockSphere are commercial
products that allow a geo-referenced binary data representation of an underground facility and its contents. The RockWorks

software products are made available by Rock Technology Corp (RTC) of West Olive, MI. RTC has previously been involved in
the development of an underground sensor package called Jicam. RockWorks products have applications in seismic data

processing, underground facility and infrastructure imaging, detection and characterization, and vug analysis. In its capacity as
distributor of oil and gas engineering services to the oil and gas industry, RTC is one of the largest software distributors for

geological software and provides the industry with products such as RockGlobe and RockSphere. RTC provides software tools
for the non-destructive exploration of rock properties. RTC's RockSphere software uses a Hough transform to detect and

analyze anomalies in rock properties over large areas. Its RockGlobe software products calculate structural properties of rock
masses and can analyze properties of rock masses containing hazardous radionuclides. Since 2009, RTC has been developing the
RockWorks software for analyzing geophysical data and georeferenced binary data and has made it available to universities and
other non-profit organizations. RockWorks is currently one of the three underground facility/infrastructure software tools that
RTC makes available to non-profit research and educational institutions. RTC has also made available a commercial version,

called the RockWorks 16 SDB, that is appropriate for non-profit research and educational institutions wishing to analyze
geophysical data. RockWorks, RockSphere and RockGlobe can be used in combination or alone. Some examples of uses of the
RockWorks products are: Geological data from borehole logging, cased hole logging, seismic and gravity surveys Construction,

facility or infrastructure investigation Petrophysical analyses Analysis of geophysical anomalies and pipes Facility and pipe
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characterization Analysis of potential waste repositories and search for underground facilities Discontinued Applications Jicam
is a company RTC formed to commercialize its Jicam 2000, a sensor package for measuring seismic and geo-referenced data.

This data could then be analyzed using software developed by RTC in collaboration with the University of Southern Mississippi.
RockTechnology Corporation is no longer active in the above applications. References f678ea9f9e
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